
ICE SHAVER PUSH CART WITH FIBERGLASS CANOPY
Assembly Instructions

01
Separate and
organize the
parts to initiate
assembly as
indicated in the
following picture.

02
Introduce the
poles, lateral
openings upright,
starting with the
corner opening of
the cart and the
pole with a small
additional hole
first. (pic. 6)

03
Place pole into
internal support
and turn knob
manually to
secure pole.

04
Continue with the
second pole,
aligning the
openings for the
bottle rack.
(pic 05)

05
Introduce the
bottle rack
starting from the
front of the cart,
crossing the two
poles

06
Align the hole of
the bottle rack
with the one on
the back pole
and introduce
screw.

07
Lightly tighten
screw.

08
With poles in
place and
secured, mount
canopy over
structure,
coinciding the
screw openings.

09
Place and tighten
screw.

10
Repeat on
second pole.
Never put cart in
motion without
safely tightening
all screws.



11
Optional dosers
can be attached
to bottle rack.

12
Attach dosers to
bottle rack facing
in or out, placing
the screws
manually.

13
With the doser
support in place,
attach dosers
tightening the
screws manually.

14
To use dosers,
first clip them
onto the bottle,
then onto the
doser support.

RS 07/2009*Dosers are optional.

-This product was created with the market’s quality and hygiene standards in mind.

Push Cart has a practical and modern design.

- Ice Shaver Push Cart with fiberglass canopy and bottle dosers result in an attractive and

colorful display.

- Equipped with insulated cooler, cup dispenser, syrup dosers, perfect space for Ice Shaver

machine, internal storage.

To drain cooler, remove plastic plug. Do not place sharp objects inside cooler.
When moving the push cart, make sure all screws are tightened. Do not transport cart with canopy in
place. canopy before transportation.
Wash with water and neutral soap. To maintain shine, polish with automotive wax with anti-U.V.

1)
2)

Remove
3)

The equipment must be handled exclusively by adults after complete knowledge of all the details

specified in this manual.

ATTENTION

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PREVIOUS NOTIFICATION.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

width................................:    885 mm (35”)

Height..............................:  2120 mm (83”)

Length of the cabinet......:  1320 mm (52”)

Predominant material......:  fiberglass

Liquid all up weight.........:  65,0 kg (143 lbs)

Tires with tube..................:  325x8”

Directional tire(with tube).:  200x50

Maximum load...............:  80,0 kg (176 lbs)


